
Focus To Win 
01. Efficacy
VMware Carbon Black Cloud’s endpoint com-
ponent is still highly cloud-reliant and is based 
on OEM signatures from Avira. It has yet to be 
determined how NortonLifeLock’s acquisition 
of Avira will affect VMware and others that still 
OEM their signatures. 

02. Management Overhead
VMware Carbon Black Cloud is a labor-intensive 
solution. There is a great deal of noise collected 
amongst the EDR data, and the interface is com-
plex and hard to understand.

03. Remediation
The mitigation and remediation options are partial 
and manual. Any remediation beyond simple pro-
cess termination requires an analyst.

04. Scalability
Confer (cB Defense) is an SMB-grade product. 
Enterprise scalability remains a concern.

05. Data Retention
“Flexible” data retention touts “unlimited” storage. 
However, this comes at a steep cost. Availability is 
partial due to stability issues and API restrictions 
around EDR data.

06. Immature / Incomplete  
ML/AI Implementation
Offline and on-device capabilities are lacking 

compared to other top-tier vendors, especially 
when compared to SentinelOne. Detections are 
cloud-dependent. 

07. Dwell Time
Carbon Black still uses traditional “signatures” 
throughout multiple components. Signatures + 
Cloud-reliance leads to increased dwell time and 
exposure to 0-day threats.

08. Difficult To Deploy / Manage
Deployment requires consulting and environmen-
tal tuning to achieve a workable policy optimization 
and scalability level.

09. Feature Parity/Gaps
macOS and Linux offerings are incomplete.  
Few examples: lacking Device control (For Win-
dows - it’s only USB). macOS agent still lacks native 
support for Apple’s M1 chipset.

Competitive Intelligence:  
Q2 2021 Update 
Expires August 1st, 2021. This version replaces all previous versions. 

BATTLECARD

SentinelOne’s Differentiators 
On device AI, for static and behavioral 
detection in a Single agent.

Intuitive UI and automatic AI-driven 
Storyline visualization saves time, 
reduces dwell time, and improves SOC 
productivity.

Strongest Support Beyond Windows - 
Robust macOS, Linux, CWPP offerings

Patented 1-Click Remediation and 
Rollback reduces MTTR 

Complete API (bi-directional, full 
product/policy control) 

Superior Detection of fileless and 
ransomware attacks 

Highest rate of Correlated alerts mapped 
to the MITRE ATT&CK Framework

SentinelOne Singularity Platform covers 
endpoint, IoT, and CWPP

Fully Flexible architecture - Supporting 
Cloud, On-Prem, & Hybrid deployments

2020 MITRE Engenuity 
ATT&CK Carbanak+FIN7 
Enterprise Evaluation 
Showcases SentinelOne 
Leading in EDR Performance 
Across Platforms!

• SentinelOne is the only vendor to 
deliver 100% visibility with zero 
missed detections across all tested 
operating systems. Visibility is the 
foundation to best-in-class EDR and 
big data expertise is vital to unlocking 
visibility. Singularity delivered a 
comprehensive view of the entire 
enterprise, detecting every attack 
autonomously at machine speed.

• SentinelOne delivered the most high-
quality analytic detections to provide 
automated and instant context. 
Singularity provides automated, 
real-time correlation and context so 
analysts can focus on signals instead 
of noise.

• SentinelOne experienced zero delayed 
detections. Adversaries operating at 
high speed must be countered with 
machine speed automation that’s not 
subject to human-powered latency. 
Singularity delivers contextualized 
detections as they occur, in real-time 
and makes it easy for any analyst to 
interpret results.

• SentinelOne required zero 
configuration changes, making EDR 
effortless. Constantly adjusting and 
tuning a product means the battle 
is lost before it starts. Technology 
powered solutions should work at 
enterprise-scale right out-of-the box. 

VMware (Carbon Black) -  
Component Updates
As per VMWare’s thorough rebranding of the Carbon 
Black portfolio, please use the following legend for 
distinguishing product/component names.

VCBC = VMware Carbon Black Cloud 
VCBC Endpoint Standard = fmr. CB Defense 
VCBC Enterprise EDR = fmr. CB Response 
VCBC Audit and Remediation = fmr. CB LiveOps



Business Differentiators 

Autonomous Protection and Response Yes Cloud Dependent + Signatures

Fast Recovery Automated Manual

Fewer Alerts and More Context Automated, Full Correlation Non-Unified + ThreatSight

Agent Consolidation Yes No

Agent API Integration Complete REST API Unconsolidated

Feature Differentiators 

Endpoint Protection And Detection

On-device Static AI Yes  Yes

On-device Behavioral AI Yes  Yes

Exploits, Malicious Scripts Yes, AI + Full Context Partial + Cloud-dependent

Lateral Movement Yes, AI + Full Context Partial + Cloud-dependent

Response

Remediation Automated  Partial / Scriptable

Rollback Yes No

Forensics

Threat Hunting Automated, pre-correlated 
Storylines  Yes

Remote Shell Yes  Yes (with limited  
command set)

Integrated Threat Intelligence Yes  Yes

Suite Features

Device Control Yes USB Only / Windows Only

Firewall Control Yes No / 3rd Party-dependent

Bluetooth Control Yes No

Feature Parity (Win / macOS / Linux) Yes No

Architecture

True Multi-Tenancy Support Yes  Yes (no self-service,  
         requires support)

Deployment Cloud, On-Prem, Hybrid Cloud, On-Prem, Hybrid

Console UX / UI Intuitive, Simple & Elegant Complex, Non-intuitive

RBAC Support Yes  Yes

Agent Self-protection / Anti-Tamper Protected Protected
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About SentinelOne
More Capability. Less Complexity. SentinelOne is pioneering the future of cybersecurity with autonomous, distributed 
endpoint intelligence aimed at simplifying the security stack without forgoing enterprise capabilities. Our technology 
is designed to scale people with automation and frictionless threat resolution. Are you ready?
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Customer  
Satisfaction (CSAT)

HIPAA Attestation
PCI DSS Attestation

4.9

Of Gartner Peer Insights™ ‘Voice 
of the Customer’ Reviewers 
recommend SentinelOne
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ANALYST CAVEATS: 
VMWARE 
The Predictive Security Cloud is 
the flagship platform, however, 
a substantial portion of Carbon 
Black’s installed base is still 
on the CB Response and CB 
Protection product lines, which 
do not include an EPP capability. 
PSC will be the primary platform 
for new features and functions.

Carbon Black continues to 
be at the premium end of 
cost per endpoint in terms 
of cost to acquire and cost 
to operate, especially if 
organizations require the EPP 
and the separate application 
whitelisting capabilities 
provided by CB Protection.

Carbon Black PSC is still missing 
common features such as 
rogue device detection. Some 
customers report lengthy issue 
resolution times and quality 
issues with Carbon Black’s 
customer support services.

A limited number of Carbon 
Black customers report 
endpoint device performance 
issues related to their CB 
Defense deployments, and that 
performance troubleshooting 
could be made easier in the CB 
Defense solution.

“Development effort 
positions the vendor to be 
more competitive in the 
future but unfortunately 
means that the current 
product, on the surface, 
doesn’t appear to have 
matured much in the last  
two years”  - Forrester

https://marketplace.fedramp.gov/
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/endpoint-detection-and-response-solutions/vendor/sentinelone/product/sentinelone-endpoint-protection-platform
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/endpoint-detection-and-response-solutions/vendor/sentinelone/product/sentinelone-endpoint-protection-platform/reviews
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/endpoint-detection-and-response-solutions/vendor/sentinelone/product/sentinelone-endpoint-protection-platform

